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Abstract 
 
Green cloud computing is the one of the way in digital world help us to 

standardization of Media and for better provisioning of services. In cloud 

computing infrastructure storage is an essential service which enables the 

database outsourcing. with this typical scenario, encryption must be 

implemented to maintain the control of outsourced data by data owner. The 

cryptographic approach Searchable Encryption allows protecting the user 

sensitive data and searching the private keyword among the encrypted 

database. In database outsourcing, cloud infrastructure requires multiple user 

searchable encryptions. We propose a system as inter cloud architecture 

along with multi user searchable encryption. 

 

Keywords: cloud computing, searchable encryption, private keyword, 

encrypted database, inters cloud architecture. 
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1 Introduction 

 
To meet the incredible chances and difficulties joining media upheaval, 

advanced innovation and better offices  with  all the more remarkable 

capacities have become the most critical requests. Since various kinds of 

computerized media substance can be created and dispersed across various 

systems, To allowing permit on interoperability the system requires standard 

pillar among the cloud constructions.[1] This will also help beyond the 

traditional coding. The reason behind usage of media cloud is to deliver and 

permit clients media  content straightforwardly regardless of whether it is 

situated outside the client's space. For the purpose of administration,  

correspondence between two clouds gets essential. This is called Inter cloud 

figuring. The figure 1 shows the general landscape of inter cloud 

architecture. The connectivity among the various cloud services are 

mentioned in the architecture. In any case, with Inter-cloud registering, 

taking care of media substance will be an issue. Dealing with sight and sound 

doesn't just mean trans coding of various media substance into interoperable 

structure, yet additionally to have the option to impart interactive media as 

per  the quality and kind of substance the client needs[2]. Data bundle as an 

administration is a basic portion of every cloud  processing framework  

which  allows  the  clients to  redistribute  their  databases  to  the  system  of 

a cloud. 

 

 

Figure 1 Landscape of inter cloud architecture 
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One of fundamental obstacle in this information redistributing is security 

concerns, and specifically, end clients would stress that their information 

would be cracked without their assent or  even  mindfulness, among plenty of 

systems. Figure 1 shows the general landscape about inter cloud 

architecture.Encryption of the information in re-appropriating is esteemed a 

decent methodology in achieving this goal, just as comprehending different 

issues, for example, administrative consistence, and geographic limitations 

Anyway information encryption would significantly  limit the cloud's 

capacity in dealing with client get to ask for. A run of the mill model is that a 

client may wish to recover records that contain a specific watchword; 

ordinarily, the cloud is difficult to pinpoint those records inside an encoded 

database. The recent survive shows the importance of the data storage system 

.For example all formats of videos may be counted the number is near or far  

to 90% by end of 2015alone.[3] 

2  Inter Cloud Communication 
 

Many of the clouds are collaborated with digitalized content and the 

cloud has a ability to communicate among themselves. This process we can 

all it as inter cloud scenario. Single cloud may not be  satisfied  and will not 

be increased the demand made by the client side.To meet the necessity of one  

clouds  should demand the multiple cloud. Other than this, cloud ought to 

have the option to find administrations accessible somewhere else. This 

distributed computing will make a „Cloud of Clouds' (CoC), having the  

option  to impart the information that isn't put  away  by  its  server farms 

straightforwardly. For this reason cloud interoperability must be in a 

normalized manner. Normalized method of service level administrative 

(SLA) must  be  made a piece of it. Inter cloud should support the following 

protocols that exists with one-one,many-many and one-many communication 

in between cloud-cloud with messaging features.[4] 

 

3  Communication Entities 
 
3.1 Service Masters 
 

In Cloud the service masters gives cloud organizations to the service 

users and service partner. The master will be working from inner part of the 

server camp, outside or sometimes both.The master should have the 

organization head,organization chief ,business admin and also security and 

attack supervisor. The sub employments of cloud expert committee includes 

between cloud masters and users care and job representative. 
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3.2  Service Users 

 

One of the important entities in cloud service is “Cloud service users” 

which has business relationship among service providers in cloud. The cloud 

service clients plays a vital role as cloud service customer,admin,business 

manager and cloud admin integrator. 

 

3.3  Service Partner 
 

In Cloud the service partner is the one who act as third party and 

provides the auxiliary roles which are beyond the extend of servic e 

provider&customer. This has the roles of Cloud developer, auditor and 

broker. Cloud developer creates the services for third party entities 

mentioned like cloud service provider&custom er.Among the many of 

the jobs cloud developer plays the designing task,creating and 

developing,testing then maintenance of cloud services.After that the sub roles 

of cloud partner are cloud developer as service integrator and component 

developer. 

 

3.4  Service Carrier 
 

Service carrier act as a mediator and also provides the communication 

among the cloud services from masters to users. The role of cloud network 

master makes sure the arrangements of network connection and related 

services. These services will work or operate within the inner part of data 

center, sometimes outside or with full duplex. This operative system has 

network availability and gives the other communication services and 

managing those services. 

 

4  Topology Elements 
 
4.1  Cloud Peering 
 

Between clouds peering, the elements which are equipped for presenting 

properties of cloud condition for between distributed computing. 

 

4.2  Cloud Peering Root 
 

The Services Of Inter Services Cloud Root Contains The Provisions Of 

Naming,Directory Services And Trust Authority.Its Not A Single Entity 

Operative But DNS Is Reproducing And Progressive Framework. 
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4.3 Cloud Peering Gateway 
 

It‟s a gateway which implements cloud peering protocols and provides 

the within operability among the cloud servic es.It requests the methodology 

to support the whole profile of cloud conventions. 

 

4.4  Cloud Peer-Peer Scenarios 
 

The correspondence between cloud servic e masters and users will 

happen through two ways One is “with broker” and second way is “without 

broker”. The primary purpose of dealer behind this, helping the client to 

locate the best supplier and the administration, as indicated by client's needs, 

as for determined SLA and furnishing with a uniform interface to oversee 

and watch the sent services.The cloud brokers are embedded with application 

programming interfaces(API).API‟s are assisted to manage the cloud 

resources received from the various cloud masters. Cloud Broker enhances 

another theoretical application programming interfaces for the arrangement 

of cloud administration offices with the users. This access of administrations 

can be done between cloud administration masters with their users. All things 

considered, the interoperability and trans-coding related things are dealt with 

by the client. Based on the user requirement and mode of services the Quality 

of services are made[5] 

 

5 Communication Protocols 
 
5.1 Communication and Serviceframework 
 

In every basic communication Xtensible Messaging and Presence 

Protocol (XMPP) is used for transportation and for mentioning the specific 

resources, Resource Description Framework (RDF) techniques has been 

evolved[6]. This XMPP uses XML language based communication for M 

2M(message- oriented middleware). The Xt ensible is important while 

using Voice over IP(VoIP) signaling,playing games,streaming 

videos,File transfer mode,publish subscribe system and also plays a vital 

role using IoT applications worldwide[7].Resource Description 

Framework is metadata model( a set of data that defines the another 

data) which is helping the common method for conceptual informations. 

This also implemented in web sources using plenty of syntax and with 

data serialization. IPV 4 and IPV 6 both the protocols are interoperable 

and perform tunneling for the data communication[8] 
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5.2 Encryption With Authentication 

In the case of security concern, Transport Layer Security (TLS) is 

utilized  for correspondence of security over the network. So Simple 

Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) is helpful for authentication 

purpose. In prior of completing the authentication through SASL, the 

streams must be secured with TLS. SASL includes the authenticity support 

in a common approach to association based on conventions. Security when 

outsourcing of data faces many security risk like storing of data in cloud 

[9]. Assertion Markup Language (SAML) provides verification of 

administrations for cloud federation situation. 

 

5.3  Access  Management  And Authorization 
 

The primary motive of SAML is verification and authorization between 

known masters & service masters.An important significance of SAML is web 

browser SSO(single sign-on) mechanism. SSO provides gives the control 

access among multiple independent but related software systems.On the 

other side XA CML is also used in access controlling part. It assesses get to 

demands as per the guidelines previously characterized in arrangements. 

XACM L is progressively valuable in between cloud situations, where it 

gives normal wording and interoperability between get to control executions 

by numerous specialist co-ops or sellers. Outsourcing of the every data 

should be encrypted is the best approach for any kind of cloud system and 

also helps to resolves the issues more with geographical constraints.[10][11] 

 

6  Multiuser Searchable Encryption 
 

Some of the private information stored in cloud and also faces ricks to 

the end users. Regarding this issue some other techniques are used in this 

paper[12][13].To enable the secret keyword search we need to propose a 

multiple user search encryption system which owns the following 

requirements 

 

6.1  Distinct Query Keys 
 

In previous decade the proposed single user searchable method by 

sharing the query key which can be issued by every users to ensure the 

encryption[14].Each approved client has an unmistakable question key for 

building search inquiries. This makes client repudiation and responsibility 

conceivable in our plan. 
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6.2  User Revocation 
 

In cryptographic sector the searchable encryption can do searching based 

on keywords among encrypted database by not revealing the original 

text[15].Once the user try to revoke to the system then it will not affected by 

the non revoked user. it‟s all requiring neither with the updated key for non 

revoked user nor updated with  encrypted  DB. This is one of the way to 

make  it  effective  except for user revocation. Other than, the revoked  user  

will  lost their searching privileges and given that the semi- confided in cloud 

destroyed the related helper keys as instructed. 

 

6.3  Excludability 
 

Our plan achieves excludability, i.e no one (counting the cloud) can 

create legitimate search queries behalf of a user. Excludability ends up being 

a significant property in the multi-client setting where responsibility is 

wanted. 

 

6.4 Mapping Methodology 
 

Consider Gr1 and Gr2 be two groups of  prime order p. A bilinear 

map from Gr1 × Gr2 to Gt is a function e :   Gr1 × Gr2 → Gt such that for all 

u ∈ Gr1, v ∈ Gr2, a, b 

∈ Z, 

For all u, v € Gr1 and all a,b € Z  

Then e(u
a
, v

b
) = e (u, v)

ab
 

If u is a generator of Gr1 then e (u, u) is a generator of Gr2 

e(u, v) can be efficiently computed for any u, v € Gr1. 

 

6.5  Construction 

 
Let Gr1 and Gr2 be two groups of prime order p. Let u be the generator 

of  Gr1 

Let H1 : D1→ Gr1 

H1 : Gr2 → D2 can H(D1) = H(D2) where D1≠ D2 be a collision free hash 

function. 

Hk : D2 × D1 → D3 be a keyed hash function within 

private key K € D2. 

Where D1,D3 are appropriate domains. 

 

6.6  Security 
 

1.Query privacy: The sensitive contents of the user will be kept secret and 

also queries are not reveal to cloud. 

2. Query Un-Forget ability: unauthorized users can‟t generate queries on   

behalf of authorized user 
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3. Revocability: Revoked clients are not able to search the database for no 

longer time. 

 

7  Conclusion 
 

      In this system the inter cloud architecture is discussed with some design 

considerations.Every cloud services faces the security threats when the 

more no of users fall in to the single system.For this problem we found the 

solution that multi user  keyword  search algorithm. Topology elements and 

communication protocols also addressed in this paper. Theabsolute most 

significant issues and their answers are also mentioned here. We have a 

tendency to conjointly directed examinations to exhibit that the 

presentation of   our convention is fantastic in     on     exceeding the 

actual versatile system. We have examined the present flow status of 

our research also. 
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